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a b s t r a c t
The interaction between robots and humans is of great relevance for the field of neurorobotics as
it can provide insights on how humans perform motor control and sensor processing and on how
it can be applied to robotics. We propose a spiking neural network (SNN) to trigger finger motion
reflexes on a robotic hand based on human surface Electromyography (sEMG) data. The first part of
the network takes sEMG signals to measure muscle activity, then classify the data to detect which
finger is being flexed in the human hand. The second part triggers single finger reflexes on the robot
using the classification output. The finger reflexes are modeled with motion primitives activated with
an oscillator and mapped to the robot kinematic. We evaluated the SNN by having users wear a non-
invasive sEMG sensor, record a training dataset, and then flex different fingers, one at a time. The
muscle activity was recorded using a Myo sensor with eight different channels. The sEMG signals
were successfully encoded into spikes as input for the SNN. The classification could detect the active
finger and trigger the motion generation of finger reflexes. The SNN was able to control a real Schunk
SVH 5-finger robotic hand online. Being able to map myo-electric activity to functions of motor control
for a task, can provide an interesting interface for robotic applications, and a platform to study brain
functioning. SNN provide a challenging but interesting framework to interact with human data. In
future work the approach will be extended to control also a robot arm at the same time.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
The interaction of humans and robots is relevant for the field
of neurorobotics as it can provide insights on motor control and
sensor processing mechanisms in humans that can be applied in
robots.
Electromyography (EMG) is a common tool in medicine and
biomechanics to monitor and study the electrical activity of the
muscles. There are different methods to record EMG signals, and
they can be either invasive or non-invasive. Research is being
made on processing and classification of surface EMG (sEMG)
signals for clinical diagnoses [1,2] or prosthetic applications [3].
For finger motion, [4] analyzed interference in the EMG signals for
classification of finger flexion motions using maximum likelihood
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estimation, and [5] performed a time domain feature extraction to
enhance the classification and use it to control a prosthetic hand.
There are methods using a spiking neural network (SNN) [6,7]
as a drop-in state representation layer in combination with an
artificial neural network (ANN). In [8], a SNN is combined with
an ANN for control of musculo-skeletal kinematic structures, and
in a similar way, [9] uses an SNN as feature extraction layer to
feed an ANN to classify hand gestures based on sEMG. There are
also SNN implementations in neuromorphic hardware to process
sEMG signals. In [10], a recurrent SNN was used to process sEMG
signals from a rock–paper–scissors gesture dataset, and in [11]
the performance of a feed-forward SNN to classify the gestures in
the same dataset was analyzed. Nevertheless, there are different
hypothesis explaining how does the human motor system work.
A wide accepted theory states that the central nervous system
uses different base motor components in a hierarchy [12] to
generate the full repertoire of motions that we can perform [13].
These base components are formed by specific combination of
muscle synergies [14] that are active during a motion, and they
are commonly called motor primitives [15]. An approach using
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.robot.2020.103566
0921-8890/© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Concept architecture with main components. Classification of sEMG
signals to detect active finger is used to trigger motion on the robot hand.
Source: Adapted from [19].
these concepts to control a robotic hand was proposed in [16].
Motor primitives can be activated in different modalities [17], for
example as a reflex. A reflex is an involuntary response to sensor
stimulation and can be either a complete execution or inhibition
of a motion. An overview of different spinal reflexes is provided
by [18].
In this work, we propose a SNN to control a robot hand with
muscle signals from a human recorded with a non-invasive sEMG
sensor. In Fig. 1, we present an overview of the main components
showing how they interact with each other. Human muscle ac-
tivity is recorded with a non-invasive sEMG sensor. The sEMG
signals are encoded to spikes. The first part of the SNN performs
a classification to detect which finger was active and generates
an activation signal. This sub network is first trained offline with
labeled data from the user, and then used online to classify. The
second part of the SNN generates motion and maps it to motor
commands according the robot kinematics.
We focus on the activation of single finger motions in response
to sensor stimuli as the reflex mechanism presented in [17,19].
A SNN was implemented to classify sEMG data and then trigger
the generation of motion as a reflex. An sEMG sensor with eight
channels was used to record human muscle activity while moving
different fingers. First, sEMG data was encoded to spikes and the
signals were classified to identify the active finger. After that, the
activation signal was used to trigger a reflex to generate motion
using a motor primitive. Then, the primitive output is mapped
to the robot kinematics. Finally, the spikes are decoded to motor
commands for the robot.
One highly novel aspect of this paper is the fact that the
classification and the generation of the motor primitive is imple-
mented using a spiking neural network. There are two reasons for
doing this. First, the real biological system must do something
similar to this using spiking neurons. Certainly, in real biology,
the classification would not be based on sEMG sensor, but would
rather be based on neural activity somewhere in the brain, but the
classification and generation of movement over time would still
need to occur. This means that we can see our system as an initial
model of that biological process. Second, there is a pragmatic
or engineering reason to implement this system using spiking
neurons. Prosthetic applications benefit from low-power hard-
ware implementations, and there is a variety of neuron-inspired
low-power computing hardware being developed. For example,
the SpiNNaker system [20], Intel’s new Loihi chip [21] and IBM’s
TrueNorth chip [22] all provide extremely energy-efficient spik-
ing neuron hardware. If the algorithms can be mapped onto
this hardware, then they may be able to be deployed using
significantly less power than traditional implementations.
This work is an extension of the previous conference pa-
per [19]. We extend the modeling of motions with motor prim-
itives and explain in more detail how to map the primitives to
different robots with references. We explore related work on
other sEMG techniques with machine learning for finger motion
classification as well as other SNN approaches for sEMG pro-
cessing. We present details on the sEMG sensor and the signal
characteristics and we add an experiment on another user with
the left arm to the evaluation. There are new figures and all
captions have been edited, we add extended explanations and
discussion on the implications and limitations. We elaborate on
how to get the amount of flexion, the advantages of SNN to
use neuromorphic hardware, and add a discussion on the EMG
dataset.
2. Methods
The main motivation of this work is to control a robotic hand
with human muscle signals using a spiking neural network (SNN).
As requirement, the sEMG sensor is non-invasive, the finger mo-
tions are represented with motor primitives triggered at once
to resemble reflexes, and the robot hand has to be controllable
with a ROS interface. We divide the problem in two parts that
translate to different parts of the same SNN. The first part takes
care of the sEMG data interface and classification and the second
part takes care of the motion generation and robot control. The
first part of the SNN classifies the sEMG signals to detect which
finger was active. Human sEMG data is captured in a non-invasive
way. For the classification, the sub network is trained offline
with labeled data from the user. After that, it is used to classify
online the sEMG signals and generate an activation signal that
is passed on to the second part of the SNN to trigger single
finger reflexes on the real robot. A finger reflex is modeled with
an oscillator that activates a motor primitive that is mapped to
motor commands according to the robot kinematics. In Fig. 1, we
present an overview of the main components showing how they
interact with each other. A detailed architecture of the SNN is
presented in Fig. 2. Notice that the primitives for the thumb, ring
and pinky are mapped to one actuated joint, whereas the index
and middle finger primitives are mapped to two actuated joints.
To generate the SNN models, we used the Neural Engineer-
ing Framework [23] and the software package Nengo [24]. This
software allows for the creation of large-scale spiking neural
networks by breaking the networks down into smaller parts.
The connection weights for each sub-part are optimized sepa-
rately, and then they are combined together into one large neural
network. Performing this optimization (i.e. finding connection
weights) locally means we can generate large systems without
using the traditional neural network approach of optimizing over
huge amounts of training data. However, the trade-off is that we
must make explicit claims about what each sub-part of the model
is doing.
In particular, in order to define a spiking neuron model using
Nengo and the neural engineering framework (NEF) [25], we must
break our algorithm down into vectors, functions, and differential
equations. The activity of each group of spiking neurons is con-
sidered to be a distributed representation of a vector (i.e. we may
have 100 spiking neurons representing a 2-dimensional vector).
Connections between groups of neurons compute functions on
those vectors. That is, the connection weights ensure that if the
first group of neurons represents x, then the second group of neu-
rons will represent y = f(x). By changing the connection weights,
we change the function being computed. Finally, recurrent con-
nections can be used to implement differential equations. We
make use of this here to implement basic movement primitives.
2.1. Human sEMG data interface and training data
To record sEMG data a single Myo [26] gesture control arm-
band is used. It is made up of eight equally spaced out blocks
with non-invasive sEMG sensors that provide a sampling rate of
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Fig. 2. Detailed architecture with sEMG classification and motion sub networks. Each circle represents a population of spiking neurons. The dotted lines divide the
conceptual components, named on the bottom according to Fig. 1.
Source: Adapted from [19].
Fig. 3. The Myo armband sensor placed on the forearm and the activity of the
eight channels.
Source: Adapted from [19].
200 Hz. The armband is used around the middle of the forearm
as shown in Fig. 3. When a finger is moved the muscle electric
activity is recorded with eight different sensors. The sensor has
an indicator so that it can be placed always in a similar way.
In order to record consistent data with the sensor, the segment
with the LED light has to be placed approximately at the same
position. We use a marker to mark the position on the underarm
skin. Slight variations after re-wearing the myo on and off did
not have enough influence on the recordings to make the trained
network unusable. Retrieving the raw sEMG signals is done with
the help of a Python API provided by [27]. Each channel encodes
the individual measurement as int8 values.
For each user a training dataset is required with multiple
samples. A sample consists of a continuous sequence of finger
activation in one hand. Each finger has to be flexed down for a
short period of time and then extended again. This procedure is
repeated starting from the thumb to the pinky. The training data
has to be recorded as a time continuous sEMG stream of all eight
channels with appropriate binary labels for the time windows
during which a finger was pressed. A sample from the dataset
is provided in Fig. 4, and the signals of the eight channels are
plotted with different colors in the upper part. The individual
channels of the sEMG sensor have similar activation for different
fingers, and thus are not enough to identify the motion of a finger.
Therefore, the classification network uses a combination of all
Fig. 4. A sample from the dataset for training with a run of all 5 fingers. From left to right the peaks show sEMG activation of the fingers starting with the thumb
to the pinky. Each finger is flexed and then extended.
Source: Adapted from [19].
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Fig. 5. Detailed architectures for the (a) sEMG classification and (b) motion
representation.
Source: Both adapted from [19].
eight channels, which provides a unique representation for each
finger.
The Myo uses proprietary EMG sensors and the values in Fig. 4
are the raw output of the eight channels in the armband. We do
not really know what each of these raw EMG signal represent,
but it is proportional to the muscle contraction intensity. Around
0 you have a relaxed muscle. We cannot say it is the direct
muscle contraction measured in millivolts, because the signal is
internally processed and converted to 8-bit data.
2.2. Sub network for sEMG classification
After recording training data, the first part of the SNN is
trained for classification offline and then used for online clas-
sification. The detailed architecture for sEMG classification is
presented in Fig. 5(a). Each circle represents a population of
spiking neurons. Raw sEMG data is recorded from the user and
is encoded into spikes. A population of neurons encodes the
signal stream of sEMG input to spikes using stochastic population
encoding. The encoded sEMG signals are classified to determine
which finger was activated. Then, a second population of neurons
is trained offline with a whole training dataset for a user as
described above.
The learning rule for offline training the classification popu-
lation is Prescribed Error Sensitivity (PES) using the labels from
the training data serving as error signals E. PES is implemented
in [28], and was first presented in [29]. This learning rule is
independent of the data to learn, it optimizes the network weight
to minimize the error. The weight updates that PES makes to min-
imize an error signal during learning can be related to Skipped
Back-propagation. For the weights wij from pre-synaptic popula-
tion i to post-synaptic population j, the update rule is defined as
∆wij = καjej · Eai, (1)
with κ a scalar learning rate, α the gain or scaling factor, e the
encoder for the neuron, E the error to minimize, and a the desired
activation.
After training, the classification by the second population, the
overall signals are low in amplitude and consequently rather
close to each other. Therefore, a population is used to refine
the classification by amplifying the signals and generating the
hand activation signal. An arbitrary defined function scales up
activations above a manually set threshold and is used to train
this population. The resulting activation signal is passed over to
the motion generation part. Examples for classification of all the
fingers of the complete procedure are provided in Fig. 11 in the
results section. Neurons in consecutive populations are connected
all to all.
2.3. Sub network for motion representation of reflexes
A population takes the hand activation signal from the pre-
vious classification to trigger the appropriate finger reflex. We
model a reflex as the execution of a motor primitive based on
a specific stimuli. Accordingly, the motion part of our SNN is
divided into reflex activation and motor primitive layers. The
whole architecture for the representation of reflexes is presented
in Fig. 5(b). Each circle represents a population of spiking neurons.
The hand activation signal is processed by the hand abstraction
population to extract individual finger activations. Reflexes are
modeled as oscillators that oscillate only once. The neural activity
is decoded to generate motor commands to the respective robot
finger.
The reflex activation for each finger is modeled as an oscillator




with ω a recurrent connection and a and b the parameters for the
amplitude and frequency. The oscillator generates a continuous
signal for a finite period that represents the duration of a motion
with a start and an end point. By indexing the neurons in the
oscillator population, the activity can be mapped to a grid in a 2D
plane. The total spike activity of the neurons in the population can
then be represented with the components x and y. We calculate





where arctan( yx ) represents the angle of a vector with compo-
nents x and y. To bound and smooth the signal sin() is applied.
The motor primitive is modeled as a mapping of u to a se-
quence of joint activations during the period of oscillation, and it
can be mapped to one or multiple joints. In Fig. 5(b), the distal and
proximal joints of the index finger are mapped. First, we define
an activation function
f (u) =






as a sinusoidal function to have smooth initial an final phases.
This characteristic is important when executing the motion in
a real robot to prevent unnecessary wear in the motors and
mechanical parts. The resulting generic activation function for
one joint is depicted in Fig. 6(a). In general terms, there is no
difference between voluntary and reflex motions on the muscular
activities (synergies), the difference is the activation [17]. For
voluntary motions the activation is discrete, and for reflexes it
is a complete one time execution.
2.4. Mapping to robot motor commands
Finally, in order to actually be able to control the robot, the
primitives have to be mapped to the robot kinematics. Which
means, scaling to the motion interval (θmax − θmin) and offset θmin
that the joint θ has. For this purpose, we define g : [0, 1] → Rn
as a function for each joint as
g(f (u)) = f (u) · (θmax − θmin) + θmin, (5)
to generate appropriate motor commands. A schema for the map-
ping g for a robotic hand is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and is defined in
the table in Fig. 6(c). A joint is defined with a name, the associated
primitive, and the interval of the joint θmin and θmax. A primitive
can be mapped to one or more joints. This parametric repre-
sentation of motions allows us to further combine and change
parameters of the motor primitives.
With this representation of the robot kinematics we also have
a flexible and extensible approach that can be adapted to different
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Fig. 6. Motor primitive representation. The control parameter u is used to
evaluate (a) the activation function f (u) and then (b) the mapping g(f (u)) to
the robot kinematics. (c) Mapping description table.
Source: Adapted from [19].
Fig. 7. Experiment setup: user, sEMG sensor, robot hand, and the SNN
simulation in Nengo.
Source: Adapted from [19].
robots. To use a different robot a new mapping has to be defined
as in Fig. 10(c). The primitive modeling remains the same and
the activation functions too. In other approaches we show how
to map the primitives to a robotic arm in simulation [30], a
humanoid robot [31], and a simulated six-legged robot [32].
3. Results
The experiment setup is depicted in Fig. 7. The user wears
the sEMG sensor (Myo armband) in the forearm, and the signals
are sent via bluetooth to the computer. The computer receives
the sEMG data and inputs it to the SNN simulation running in
Nengo [24]. The computer communicates at the same time with
the robot hand (Schunk SVH) via ROS [33]. To control the robot
hand the official Schunk ROS driver is used [34].
3.1. Classification performance
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the classification, we
selected two random users and one of them using the sensor on
the right and the other on the left arm. This experiment is by
no means a complete evaluation, nevertheless it provides an idea
of how the classification works with different users. The SNN is
trained offline from scratch for each arm (see Section 2.2), so one
trained model only learns to classify the signals of one particular
arm, which would be the use case in prosthetic applications.
Each user was asked to perform a sample of 50 trials with each
finger (see Section 2.1). The sEMG data was feed to the trained
Fig. 8. Correlation matrix of classification for two random users – one using the
sensor on the right and one on the left arm. Each row represents the results for
each finger.
network and we counted the classification output for each trial.
We counted which finger class – Thumb, Index, Middle, Ring,
Pinky, None – was detected and calculated the ratio of accuracy
for each finger Accuracy = valueN_trials . The results are summarized in
Fig. 8, where each row is the classification of one finger.
For user A using the right arm see Fig. 8(a). Notice that only
the ‘‘pinky’’ and ‘‘none’’ were always classified correctly. This does
not mean that it will be always perfect, only that during this
50 samples the classification was correct. For the other fingers
there are either false detections or ‘‘none’’ classifications. The
middle finger was the hardest to classify, and the network often
misclassified it as ‘‘none’’.
For user B using the left arm see Fig. 8(b). Notice that there
was misclassification between the ring and pinky fingers. During
the test, it was evident that for most people it is hard to move the
fingers independently. Also notice that the middle finger was also
problematic. For the other fingers there are either false detections
or ‘‘none’’ classifications.
In order to improve performance, especially on the problem-
atic fingers, an approach with a time-windowed history of sEMG
data and subsequent feature pre-processing could help. In [35] a
combination of absolute mean amplitude and cumulative length
of the sEMG signal within the analysis window showed the best
results. Alternatively, recurrent connections on the group-answer
population (see Fig. 9) might also help in processing the time-
continuous sEMG data. The main focus going further is to figure
out a way to not only detect the active finger being flexed, but to
estimate the amount of flexion in that finger.
3.2. SNN implementation
The SNN was implemented in Python with the Nengo sim-
ulator using leaky integrate and fire (LIF) neurons. To get an
overview of the implementation Fig. 9 presents a view of the
whole network running. The structure can be easily mapped to
that in Fig. 2. The eight channels human sEMG signals are encoded
by a population as stochastic spike rates based on their values.
After performing offline training with different datasets from the
same user, the sEMG classification takes place. The classification
signal is then passed over to trigger motion generation. The
reflexes are implemented as oscillators that activate motor prim-
itives. The motor primitives are mapped to the robot kinematics
as defined in the methods section. In the following sections the
relevant details of each components are described.
3.3. Interface to the robot hand
For this work we used a Schunk SVH 5-finger robot hand
(see Fig. 10(a)). The hand has 9 actuated joints and other joints
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Fig. 9. The SNN pipeline in Nengo. The main components are: human sEMG data capture and encoding, sEMG classification, motion generation, and finally the
mapping to the robot. The structure can be mapped to that in Fig. 2.
Source: Adapted from [19].
Fig. 10. (a) We used a Schunk SVH 5-finger robot hand with (b) kinematic
structure (adapted from [34]). (c) Table. Joint mapping schema for the real
robot. (d) Frame sequence of the index finger motion generated by the SNN
corresponding to the activation shown in Fig. 12 (adapted from [19]).
mirror the activity with a fixed factor (see Fig. 10(b)). Our net-
work controlled 7 of the joints. We describe here the mapping
schema that was used with the robot hand. The table in Fig. 10(c)
summarizes the data. The ‘‘Joint name’’ column corresponds to
the ROS topics described in [34] for the different actuated joints.
A different primitive is used for each finger, and the indexing is in
column ‘‘Primitive’’. Note all joints of the index and middle finger
are mapped to the same primitives respectively. The ‘‘min’’ and
‘‘max’’ values for the joint angle interval for each joint complete
the table. The active joints in the robot hand ‘‘Thumb_Opposition’’
and ‘‘Finger_Spread’’ remained constant all the time.
3.4. Training data
For each user a set of training data is required to train offline
the SNN as described in Section 2.2. Training data for the classifi-
cation network was recorded in one session lasting 60 s. During
that time individual fingers were periodically pressed against the
palm of the hand and subsequently returned to a resting pose. The
fingers presses occurred in sequence from thumb to index finger
with each press lasting between 300 ms and 500 ms. Together
with the resting time one cycle took around 7.5 s and a total
of 8 cycles were performed. A sample run of the training data
with all 5 fingers is presented in Fig. 4. In order to label sEMG
data, with every finger press simultaneously a keyboard button
was pressed indicating the respective finger. The data is labeled
in time for each finger, and all eight sEMG channels are active.
Important note, if the sensor is used in a different position or in
a different arm, a new dataset is required and the network needs
to be trained again.
3.5. Processing of sEMG data and classification
The first group of 800 neurons (sEMG input in Fig. 5(a)) was
activated with the raw sEMG data as int8 to convert it to spikes.
The second group of 500 neurons (Classification in Fig. 5(a))
was trained with the prerecorded training data at start to give
responses of the classified fingers. Then, a third group of 500
neurons (Classification refined in Fig. 5(a)) was used to sepa-
rate and amplify signals further. A final group of 500 neurons
(Hand activation signal, Fig. 5(a)) was trained to give out one
single signal for a specific finger and was connected to 5 groups
representing the different fingers for the robot hand.
In Fig. 11, we present samples of the SNN classifying the
activation of the different fingers. As it can be seen, the eight
channels of sEMG have different data for each finger. The signals
are processed with the SNN, and the activation of the different
populations can also be observed. The output of the classification
is a dominant activation of one of the populations representing
each finger.
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Fig. 11. sEMG activation and classification for different fingers. The first graph from the left shows the encoded sEMG signals to spikes. The second plot shows the
classification output. The other plots show the refined classification signal and the hand activation signal respectively with one finger active. From top to bottom
thumb, index, middle, ring and pinky are shown. Notice the different activations in the eight channels.
Source: Adapted from [19].
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Fig. 12. Motion generation from the SNN for a reflex in the index finger. The frames A to E correspond to the fingers from the thumb to the pinky respectively.
From left to right the plots represent: (left) Finger activation signal coming form the sEMG classification. (middle left, group of three plots) Show the activity in the
oscillator with a spike train plot, the decoded activity of the population in a plane XY , and a raster plot color coded by the neuron’s activity. (middle right, group of
three plots) Show the decoding to u, and the mapping g(f (u)) to the robot kinematics. Note that the mapping goes to two different joints. (right) A continuous plot
of the current motor commands being sent to the robot.
Source: Adapted from [19].
3.6. Motion generation
After receiving the classification signal the reflex is activated
and fully executed once. The resulting motion of the robot is
presented as a frame sequence in Fig. 10(d). The data presented
corresponds to a reflex motion of the index finger. The corre-
sponding activity of the SNN is presented in Fig. 12 with sufficient
information to illustrate the functioning of the SNN. The signal
that triggers motion generation comes from the classification
part. An oscillator is activated for each finger. Observe the circular
activation of the oscillator population when decoded in a plane
XY in Fig. 12. From this circular activation u is decoded and
mapped to one or more joints in the robot hand. Observe that
the mapping in Fig. 12 is performed to two joints of the index
finger. Finally the neural activity is decoded and send over ROS
to the robot hand.
4. Discussion
We presented a SNN that activates motion reflexes on a
robotic hand based on human sEMG data online. After training,
the network classifies the sEMG signals to detect finger activation.
Based on it, single finger reflexes are triggered. The finger reflexes
are modeled with motion primitives and mapped to the robot
kinematics.
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Modeling robot motion with motor primitives is a promising
approach as it provides a clear framework in combination with
a model free representation of the kinematics. Motions can be
learned for different tasks and the approach has been successfully
extended to model different activation modalities [17] target
reaching [30] and locomotion [32]. A notable capability of our
approach is that it works with no modifications with a left or a
right arm.
As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 11, the index finger showed
in the raw sEMG data a signal that is not clear and the output
is sometimes ambiguous. As a consequence, the classification
step delivers a weak and low activation signal that is propagated
throughout the following populations and leads to false classi-
fication of other fingers. We noticed that for most people it is
hard to move the fingers independently in a consistent way. One
important note, the EMG dataset is of no use if the sensor is later
used in a different position or in a different user or arm. In other
words a trained SNN cannot be evaluated if you do not have the
same user and a similar sensor placement. In that case a new
dataset is required to train the network again.
The focus of this work was on single finger movements, so data
with multiple fingers was not considered, only movements in
quick succession of single fingers. We observed that the amount
of flexion during the motion of one finger is proportional to the
sEMG signal (see Section 2.1), but the signal is not stable if there
is no motion or if it is too slow. The sEMG signals were used only
to trigger the execution of the reflexes, and for the classification
a time sequence of the whole motion was used. We currently
work on modeling to the whole hand by representing grasping
affordances as a higher coordination layer to the finger primitives.
In order to detect the affordances based on event-based visual
information we use a spiking variant of back-propagation to train
a SNN and trigger the respective grasping motion [36]. A method
similar to [37] could be incorporated togheter with microsac-
cades [38] to get depth information from the event-based visual
information to adapt the motion to the position of the objects.
Brain-inspired technologies are attracting interest from the in-
dustry, especially neuromorphic hardware and event-based com-
putation. New paradigms are required to program SNN to effi-
ciently. By implementing our methods with SNN we are bridging
the gap between neuromorphic technologies and robotics. Addi-
tionally, other recent methods using reservoir computing to learn
muscle control [8] or to learn how to classify sEMG signals [11]
in neuromorphic hardware, could provide the foundation to learn
more complex muscle control using SNN. We want to explore
a mechanism to use the sEMG signals from the Myo armband
to detect the amount of flexion of one finger in the human and
perform discrete control of the position with the robot finger. For
this we need to figure out a representation that characterizes a
position with the sEMG signals in a unique way. Using a second
sEMG sensor could provide additional input from different muscle
areas of the arm and improve classification results. Ideally the
second sEMG sensor would be located close to the wrist [39]
closer to the fingers and the hand.
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